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The information provided on Bullshit Inu website does not constitute investment advice, 
financial advice, trading advice, or any other sort of advice and you should not treat any of 

the website’s content as such. Bullshit Inu  team does not recommend that any 
cryptocurrency should be bought, sold, or held by you. Do conduct your own due diligence 
and consult your financial advisor before making any investment decisions. By purchasing 
Bullshit Inu, you agree that you are not purchasing a security or investment and you agree 
to hold the team harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes you may incur. You also 

agree that the team is presenting the token “as is” and is not required to provide any 
support or services. You should have no expectation of any form from Bullshit Inu and its 
team. Although Bullshit Inu is a community driven token for social networking and not a 

registered digital currency, the team strongly recommends that citizens in areas with 
government bans on Crypto do not purchase it because the team cannot ensure compliance 

with your territory’s regulations. Always make sure that you are in compliance with your 
local laws and regulations before you make any purchase.

LEGAL DISCLAIMER



Project Info
Bullshit-Inu was created for the purpose of building a global Marketplace.

We reward users that contribute to the Bullshit Ecosystem.

We welcome creators, members, couch potatoes and anyone that wants to join the 
movement. The future is here. No more TAX ON TRANSFERS!

From day one you can use Bullshit-inu in Worldwide use. Big & Unique Marketplace is 
set to launch as soon as Q2 2022, Stay tuned!



BullshitNomics
ALL FUTURE DEVELOPMENT IS MADE WITH PRE-ALLOCATED TOKENS! TRADE $BULL WITH EASE! NO TAX FOR LIFE! 



Our Mission

Bullshit-Inu was created for the purpose of 
building a global Marketplace.
We reward users that contribute to the Bullshit 
Ecosystem.
We welcome creators, members, couch 
potatoes and anyone that wants to join the 
movement. The future is here. No more TAX ON 
TRANSFERS!
From day one you can use Bullshit-inu in 
Worldwide use. Big & Unique Marketplace is set 
to launch as soon as Q2 2022, Stay tuned!



Bullshit Inu 
Fully Audited



Token Information

Ticker: BULL
Name: BullShit-Inu
Total supply: 1,000,000,000,000 BULL
Network: Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20)
Contract: 0x99Cd7207d1cbe59033a01892C06889adAe47b0e5

https://bscscan.com/token/0xfdb9ef78aac9a6eb96fcf06e6a7602f4ec31991b


Roadmap



Bullshit Inu Swap



Bullshit Inu Marketplace

Our community grows stronger every day. Please follow our social platforms to get the most up-to-date, accurate Bullshit Inu information.


